BI Services & Solutions
How do you leverage the investment you have made in your ERP so that it truly
serves your business needs?
You have terabytes of data in your warehouse. You want that data to answer the right questions. You need a trusted
Business Intelligence (BI) advisor who understands the data and the complex relationships between the data.
A Sierra-Cedar business intelligence expert will help you use your most valuable asset—data—to your
greatest advantage by converting it into useful, accurate, and actionable information resulting in:
• Faster decision making and improved planning
• Increased operational performance through managing to KPIs
• Accurate information across the enterprise – a single version of truth
• Distributed access to mission-critical data
• Automated budget planning and processing

The Sierra-Cedar Business Intelligence Advantage
Sierra-Cedar Business Intelligence expertise provides our clients with a competitive advantage: our industryspecific experience combined with in-depth knowledge of your ERP and your business intelligence technology.
Because we understand both your business and the ERP system that you’ve implemented, we make the critical
connections between your business needs, your systems, and your business intelligence.
Make Success a Predictable Outcome for Your DW/BI Projects
Our BI Assessment and Roadmap services provide a detailed plan of how the BI Solution can be deployed
over time. Our roadmap is based on industry-leading practices and results in a plan that combines the business
needs related to reporting and data analysis to our client’s specific needs. The roadmap describes the major
components of the envisioned BI solution: detailed requirements, Subject Area identification, Infrastructure,
Architecture, Integration Design, and BI Conceptual Architecture—and then provides an approach to meeting
those needs including the technologies, applications, staffing, and implementation strategy.

Industry Experts
We have worked in close partnership with companies in a number of niches including higher education, utilities,
and healthcare—not only to develop custom solutions, but also to expand the standard business intelligence
application’s built-in capabilities to meet their unique needs. We appreciate and understand the key variables
that drive performance and have designed relevant sets of industry-specific key performance indicators (KPIs).
Industry-specific metrics are incorporated into our custom business intelligence solution offerings.

Services
We support our Business Intelligence clients with:
• Creating a strategic plan that maps your vision with the right technologies
• Creating key performance indicators (KPI)
• Reporting, monitoring, and measuring business performance
• Harnessing information to deliver intelligence for faster decision making
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•	Combining multiple data sources into a meaningful final representation for data analysis, or extract,
transform, load (ETL)
• Correctly designing integration hubs to support compliance activities (ETL)
• Analytics and data mining (A/DM)
• Online analytical processing
• Delivering information to the desktop via search engines
• Provision of information across the entire Internet or Intranet
Our Business Intelligence/Data Warehouse consultants have extensive experience with a broad set of solutions
including reporting applications, real-time integration, information delivery, business process automation, portals,
dashboards, and advanced analytics.

Solutions Supported
•
•
•
•

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE)
Oracle Business Intelligence Analytics (OBIA)
Hyperion
EPM (data warehouse)
Contact us today to be connected with one of our professionals.
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Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.

